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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 27400 18.6 5 30 61.9 97.5
2 13 7.6 5.4 30 25.4 0.1
3 164 19.6 4.7 30 65.3 0.6
4 5 4.8 1.8 30 16 0
5 379 17.1 5.1 30 57.1 1.4
6 26703 10.8 3.7 20 54.1 95
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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JH/EM/W71(2015) (x) 


Write about Candy and the way he is affected by the society in which he lives.  Think 


about: 


 what you learn about his past 


 his relationship with others on the ranch 


 his behaviour at different points in the novel 


 anything else you think is important. 


 


Candy is affected by the society in which he lives because he is old and has lost a hand. 


Candy cannot make friends easily because while all the migrant workers are out in the field 


bucking barley Candy is left alone on the ranch sweeping and if he does ever manage to 


make friends with any of the migrant workers they will leave for work on another ranch 


anyway due to the time of the great depression. Candy loves to gossip "glove fulla Vaseline", 


"married to a tart". This shows that Candy loves to gossip because Candy has been alone 


on the ranch all day and he wants to create conversation with the other migrant workers. 


Candy best friend is a dog "I had him since he was a pup". The dog and Candy are exactly 


the same "blind old eyes', "gray of muzzle". This shows that Candy and his dog are both old 


and becoming useless. Candys dog is his friend while all of the migrant workers were 


working throughout the day. This is how Candy is affected by the society in which he lives. 


He is lonely so he loves to gossip and has a dog for a friend.  
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JH/EM/W71(2015) (x) 


Write about Candy and the way he is affected by the society in which he lives.  Think 


about: 


 what you learn about his past 


 his relationship with others on the ranch 


 his behaviour at different points in the novel 


 anything else you think is important. 


 


Candy is affected by the society in which he lives because he is old and has lost a hand. 


Candy cannot make friends easily because while all the migrant workers are out in the field 


bucking barley Candy is left alone on the ranch sweeping and if he does ever manage to 


make friends with any of the migrant workers they will leave for work on another ranch 


anyway due to the time of the great depression. Candy loves to gossip "glove fulla Vaseline", 


"married to a tart". This shows that Candy loves to gossip because Candy has been alone 


on the ranch all day and he wants to create conversation with the other migrant workers. 


Candy best friend is a dog "I had him since he was a pup". The dog and Candy are exactly 


the same "blind old eyes', "gray of muzzle". This shows that Candy and his dog are both old 


and becoming useless. Candys dog is his friend while all of the migrant workers were 


working throughout the day. This is how Candy is affected by the society in which he lives. 


He is lonely so he loves to gossip and has a dog for a friend.  



Sticky Note

The bullet points are designed to help you focus on aspects of the text which examiners look for.  Read through this candidate's response.  Do you think the answer covers all the bullet points?



Highlight



Sticky Note

Context:  you will do much better than this candidate if you understand what is meant by 'the society in which Candy lives' and if you address it in your answer. What do you know about 1930s America?  What difference does it make that Candy lives in 1930s America?



Highlight



Sticky Note

There was so much more the candidate could have written here to address the question.  Add another paragraph showing how the Great Depression affected Candy.



Sticky Note

A good point but again under-developed.  What else could you say about Candy's attitude to Curley and his wife?  What do these attitudes show you about him and the society in which he lives?



Sticky Note

The candidate includes some detailed references here about the dog.  What does candy's relationship show you about him?  What does it show you about the other ranch workers and their attitude to Candy?



Sticky Note

Another common fault in candidates' responses is that they lack discussion of specific events.  The facts given about Candy here are accurate but general.  Think of three different events in the novel that involve Candy.  Write about each one and what it shows about him and the society in which he lives. 



Text Box

Examiner CommentAccurate but general in approach.  Some reference to Candy's main features.  Limited and undeveloped commentary on contextual factors affecting the character.12 marks












Q.3    To Kill a Mockingbird 


(a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 


What do you think of the way Miss Maudie speaks and behaves here?  Give reasons for 
what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the 
extract.  [10] 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. 


1 mark Very brief, with hardly any relevant detail. 


2-4 marks Brief responses, and simple, general comments on what is happening in 
the extract.  Basic awareness of Miss Maudie’s actions here. 


5-7 marks More focus and selection to show an awareness of Miss Maudie’s 
character and perhaps her kindness to the children.  Some discussion of 
the strength of character shown by her speech and behaviour for 6-7. 


8-10 marks Clear and detailed discussion of Miss Maudie’s behaviour, perhaps with 
some appreciation of her humour and her straightforward, unpatronising 
speech with the children. 








 


JH/EM/W71(2015) (xii) 


In both of these poems, the poets write about old photographs.  In the first poem, the 


poet describes a photograph of his mother when she was younger.  In the second 


poem, the poet describes a photograph of her partner taken before they met.  Both 


poems describe the effects photographs have on the poets’ thoughts and feelings. 


Write about both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how 


they are different. 


 


'Not yet my mother' is quite an emotional poem as it shows us that the main character (who 


is reading the poem) learns about his mothers past quite alot just by looking at the picture of 


her riding a horse. I think the poet might have wanted us to think about how much one small 


thing can mean to a person and how much they might get from it, the mood this creates is a 


very happy but partly sad mood as the person is looking at the picture and remembering 


their mother but also sad because the mom might be depressed and the photo could remind 


the character of memorys they've had in the past. "not yet my mother" appears in the poem 


a couple of times , I find this interesting as it reminds you of how the photo is before the girl 


was the characters mother , so the photo must be old and have some sentimental value to it. 


 


"Old photographs" is a poem about a picture that man's partner was before he was with his 


current wife/Girlfriend. It is about his current partner looking at the picture and pointing out 


that she loves what the older woman in the photograph also loved: (the man). I think the poet 


might have wanted us to think about how being jealous isn't always an option for you to take, 


or the writer might have wanted us to think about how older memory's that might be seen as 


bad can not be so bad to look at and reflect on. The mood of the poem I would say is based 


around jealousy but gives off a more of a happy mood than anything else. "Was this the 


beginning of leaving?" I find interesting as it is the last line of the poem and might be asking 


the man If he was thinking about leaving the girl in the picture by the way he was looking 


away from her.  


 



Sticky Note

Some candidates did not read this explanation and didn't know what one of the poems (often the second) was about.  This spoiled both their comments on that poem and the comparison - most of their marks for the question, in fact - even when they understood one poem very well.  Always read this explanation!



Sticky Note

There are comments here on content, mood and some ideas the poet might have wanted to share.  However, there are very few supporting references to the poem.  Can you suggest references the candidate could have made to improve the mark?



Sticky Note

This is a thoughtful point and shows that the candidate has understood one of the key ideas in the poem.  Again, though, there's not much support from the poem given.  Rewrite the section of the response on this poem.  Aim to show evidence from the poem for each point you make.







 


JH/EM/W71(2015) (xii) 


The poems are quite similar as they both give off a little bit of happiness and are not both 


about really sad events. They are different because poem 1 (not yet my mother) has 5 


stanza's and poem 2 (old photographs) has 6 including the last single line question at the 


end of it, Poem 1 all the stanzas are 4 lines long whilst in poem 2 they differentiate: 


2,3,2,5,5,1. Another reason why they are similar is that they are both about someone looking 


at a photograph and getting a story from it about another person close to them. 



Sticky Note

The comparison between poems is an essential part of the task.  Which comments in this paragraph do you think the examiner rewarded most?  Can you think of any other links between the poems?  (Think about who's speaking, who is spoken about, mood, ideas/meaning in both poems.)



Text Box

Examiner CommentSome clear understanding of the main ideas in both poems.  The comparison is under-developed and ideas are not always supported by detailed reference to the text.14 marks
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JH/EM/W71(2015) (xii) 


In both of these poems, the poets write about old photographs.  In the first poem, the 


poet describes a photograph of his mother when she was younger.  In the second 


poem, the poet describes a photograph of her partner taken before they met.  Both 


poems describe the effects photographs have on the poets’ thoughts and feelings. 


Write about both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how 


they are different. 


 


'Not yet my mother' is quite an emotional poem as it shows us that the main character (who 


is reading the poem) learns about his mothers past quite alot just by looking at the picture of 


her riding a horse. I think the poet might have wanted us to think about how much one small 


thing can mean to a person and how much they might get from it, the mood this creates is a 


very happy but partly sad mood as the person is looking at the picture and remembering 


their mother but also sad because the mom might be depressed and the photo could remind 


the character of memorys they've had in the past. "not yet my mother" appears in the poem 


a couple of times , I find this interesting as it reminds you of how the photo is before the girl 


was the characters mother , so the photo must be old and have some sentimental value to it. 


 


"Old photographs" is a poem about a picture that man's partner was before he was with his 


current wife/Girlfriend. It is about his current partner looking at the picture and pointing out 


that she loves what the older woman in the photograph also loved: (the man). I think the poet 


might have wanted us to think about how being jealous isn't always an option for you to take, 


or the writer might have wanted us to think about how older memory's that might be seen as 


bad can not be so bad to look at and reflect on. The mood of the poem I would say is based 


around jealousy but gives off a more of a happy mood than anything else. "Was this the 


beginning of leaving?" I find interesting as it is the last line of the poem and might be asking 


the man If he was thinking about leaving the girl in the picture by the way he was looking 


away from her.  


 







 


JH/EM/W71(2015) (xii) 


The poems are quite similar as they both give off a little bit of happiness and are not both 


about really sad events. They are different because poem 1 (not yet my mother) has 5 


stanza's and poem 2 (old photographs) has 6 including the last single line question at the 


end of it, Poem 1 all the stanzas are 4 lines long whilst in poem 2 they differentiate: 


2,3,2,5,5,1. Another reason why they are similar is that they are both about someone looking 


at a photograph and getting a story from it about another person close to them. 












JH/EM/W71(2015) (ix) 


What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here?  Give 


reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and 


phrases from the extract. 


In the extract, The way George speaks to Lennie is as if he is testing Lennie. I gather this 


from "what you gonna say tomorrow, when the boss asks you questions?" This is because 


George is scared Lennie will ruin the job opportunity for them. 


Lennie then later on replys with "I ain't gona say a word". This is because he wants to 


impress George. 


George acts like a parent towards Lennie later on in the extract. I know this because "Good 


boy! That's fine, Lennie". He is speaking to Lennie as if Lennie is his child. 


However George further on in the extract starts to take precortion. "I want you to look 


around, you can remember this place". He wants Lennie to remember this place by the 


brush. Just in case Lennie gets into trouble this tells me that George is acting smart and 


taking precaution. 


Towards the end of the extract, Lennie starts asking about the rabbits while getting ready to 


sleep. "Lets have different colour rabbits George". This tells me that Lennie is behaving like 


a child , George like a parent goes on and agrees with Lennie "Red, blue, green rabbits, 


millions of them" This tells me that George is treating Lennie like a child to try and get him to 


go to sleep. 


 


In the next paragraph , Lennie completely forgets thier conversation about rabbits. And try's 


to make George feel bad, "cause I can just as well go away and live in a cave". George 


starts to realize that Lennie is trying to make him feel bad. I know this because "You can jus' 


as well go to hell". George goes from acting like a parent towards Lennie, to becoming 


frustrated. George then becomes frustrated "shut up now" this is because he has had 


enough of Lennies behaviour. 


 


 



Sticky Note

Work out exactly what the question's asking: your focus should be on what George and Lennie say and do in the extract, and you should give short quotes to show where your ideas come from.



Sticky Note

A good start - underline the lines which show that the candidate understands why each man behaves as he does.



Sticky Note

Many candidates made this point but not all showed exactly where George shows his parental behaviour in the extract.  Not supporting points is a common fault and loses many candidates marks.



Sticky Note

A sensible point about George's behaviour.  Is there anything you can add to the comment to develop the point?



Sticky Note

The candidate understands the relationship between the men here and explains the point with references.



Sticky Note

This paragraph tracks the extract in some detail although perhaps misses some of the subtleties of the relationship between the men.  Reread the extract from 'They made their beds...' to the end and write your own response to it when you've thought about how and why the two men behave.



Text Box

Examiner CommentA detailed tracking of the extract.  Comments are sensible and well-focused, supported by reference to the text.  Perhaps lacks some appreciation of the subtleties of the relationship.9 marks
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UNIT 1 - FOUNDATION TIER 


 


SECTION A 
 


Q.1 Of Mice and Men 
 
 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here?  Give reasons 
for what you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the 
extract.                       [10]  
 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 


0 marks Nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1 mark Very brief, with only cursory reference to what happens in the extract. 
 


2-4 marks Brief responses, with simple and often general, unsupported comments 
about George and Lennie. 
 


5-7 marks More focus and selection of relevant detail, such as George’s anxiety and 
care for Lennie. 
 


8-10 marks Clear and detailed discussion of the scene, with apt reference to key 
areas such as George’s protectiveness of Lennie and the affection shown 
between them. 


 
 
 
 


 (b) Write about Candy and the way he is affected by the society in which he lives. 
 
  Think about: 
   


 what you learn about his past; 


 her relationships with others on the ranch; 


 her behaviour at different points in the novel; 


 anything else you think important.      [20] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 
 


0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-4 marks  Very brief, often simple narrative, lacking in relevance to the question. 
 


5-9 marks  Brief, with possibly insecure knowledge of characters and events.  Very 
simple awareness of Candy as an old man on the ranch. 
 


10-14 marks  Emerging discussion, with some knowledge of key features of Candy’s 
character, such as his old age and his fears for the future. There may be a 
little discussion of events involving Candy such as the killing of his dog or 
his offer of money to join George and Lennie’s dream. 
 


15-20 marks  Sound knowledge of the text shown with some straightforward discussion of 


Candy and how he reflects his society.  For example, some reference to his 


vulnerability as an old man in a young man’s world, his future in an uncaring 


society or what his dog means to him.  


  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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 (c) Write about one or two characters in Of Mice and Men who show that life on the ranch is 
harsh.  Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel and to comment on 
its social, historical and cultural context.          [20] 


  


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 
 


0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-4 marks  Very brief answers with limited detail and little focus on relevant material. 
 


5-9 marks  Answers will be general and narrative, with some simple grasp of events 
and some basic awareness of what makes life harsh for the characters on 
the ranch.   
 


10-14 marks  Narrative responses with an emerging discussion of some key ways in 
which the chosen characters live harsh lives. There will be some 
awareness of social, cultural and historical context, such as the poverty 
and rootlessness of migrant workers and the effects of the Great 
Depression on their lives. 
 


15-20 marks  Answers will show a secure knowledge of the text, with some discussion 


of specific events in the chosen characters’ lives which show harshness, 


such as the killing of Candy’s dog or Curley’s attack on Lennie. Some links 


will be made between the individual and the attitudes of the time, such as 


racial prejudice, gender inequality or the vulnerability of migrant workers, 


depending on which characters are selected. 


 


  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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3. To Kill a Mockingbird


Answer part (a) and either part (b) or part (c).


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (a), and about 40 minutes on part (b) or
part (c).


 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


What do you think of the way Miss Maudie speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for 
what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the 
extract. [10]


Either,


 (b) Write about Aunt Alexandra and what she shows us about the society in which she lives.


Think about:


• her views about Maycomb and its people;
• her relationship with Atticus and his children;
• her relationships with others;
• anything else you think important. [20]


 Or,


 (c) Write about Atticus’s relationship with his children in To Kill a Mockingbird. Remember to 
support your answer with reference to the novel and to comment on its social, historical and cultural 


context. [20]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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Miss Maudie hated her house: time spent indoors was time wasted. She was a widow, a chameleon 
lady who worked in her flower-beds in an old straw hat and men’s coveralls, but after her five o’clock 
bath she would appear on the porch and reign over the street in magisterial beauty.


She loved everything that grew in God’s earth, even the weeds. With one exception. If she found 
a blade of nut-grass in her yard it was like the Second Battle of the Marne: she swooped down upon 
it with a tin tub and subjected it to blasts from beneath with a poisonous substance she said was so 
powerful it’d kill us all if we didn’t stand out of the way.


‘Why can’t you just pull it up?’ I asked, after witnessing a prolonged campaign against a blade not 
three inches high.


‘Pull it up, child, pull it up?’ She picked up the limp sprout and squeezed her thumb up its tiny stalk. 
Microscopic grains oozed out. ‘Why, one sprig of nut-grass can ruin a whole yard. Look here. When 
it comes fall this dries up and the wind blows it all over Maycomb County!’ Miss Maudie’s face likened 
such an occurrence unto an Old Testament pestilence.


Her speech was crisp for a Maycomb County inhabitant. She called us by all our names, and when 
she grinned she revealed two minute gold prongs clipped to her eye-teeth. When I admired them and 
hoped I would have some eventually, she said, ‘Look here.’ With a click of her tongue she thrust out 
her bridgework, a gesture of cordiality that cemented our friendship.


Miss Maudie’s benevolence extended to Jem, and Dill, whenever they paused in their pursuits: we 
reaped the benefits of a talent Miss Maudie had hitherto kept hidden from us. She made the best 
cakes in the neighbourhood. When she was admitted into our confidence, every time she baked she 
made a big cake and three little ones, and she would call across the street: ‘Jem Finch, Scout Finch,  
Charles Baker Harris, come here!’ Our promptness was always rewarded.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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JH/EM/W71(2015) (viii) 


What do you think of the way Miss Maudie speaks and behaves here?  Give reasons 


for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from 


the extract. 


 


Miss Maudie is a neighbour of Atticus Finch's in the town of Maycomb. In the novel Miss 


Maudie comes accross very respecting of Atticus's job and is not prejudice to people of 


different race. She behaves in a rather friendly and motherly way towards the kids in her 


neighbourhood, (Jem, Scout and Charles) by baking them cakes as rewardes. In the extract, 


she expresses her love for her town and how any time spent inside her house was a waste. 


This comes accross to the reader that Miss Maudie is very proud of her town . also as she 


represents looking at her town streets as a "magisterial beauty". This paints a very happy 


environment of what Maycomb town was like, considering the town was full of racism, 


hatred, Judgement and divide. She makes it sound a great place to live. Miss Maudie's 


accent was said to be 'crisp for a Maycomb County", this implies she has lived in Maycomb 


all her life which reflects back to her views of the town. Despite seeing the devastating 


consicuences of the sgeration acts and people's vulgar beliefs, her view of Maycomb 


remains a happy place to be. This could reflect back to Miss Maudie's character as she 


could keep her views and opinions to herself and not follow the crowd. 


 


However, Miss Maudie's character is contradicted by being very kind hearted as she reflects 


to her flowers by saying, "One spring of nut-grass can ruin a whole yard". This quotation 


could be reflected back to the black people in Maycomb town and the segregation. In other 


words one black person can ruin a whole town. 



Highlight



Sticky Note

This part of the question is important.  Many Foundation candidates would do much better if they backed up their points with evidence from the extract.  Read through the answer and look for the different points made my this candidate.  How many of them are supported by references?



Sticky Note

The candidate shows some accurate, if general, knowledge of the character.



Sticky Note

A sensible point based on the extract.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Is that really what Harper Lee says in the extract?



Highlight



Sticky Note

Check the extract.  What or who is described that way?



Sticky Note

Do you agree with this reading?  Go back to the extract and read closely.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Reread the paragraph in the extract which begins 'Her speech was crisp..'  What would you consider the most important thing you learn about Miss Maudie in this paragraph?



Sticky Note

From what you know about Miss Maudie, is this comment convincing?



Sticky Note

The candidate is right that Miss Maudie is kind-hearted but can you find a better reference in the extract to show this?



Sticky Note

Write an answer to the same question based on the same extract.  Try this method:  read each paragraph closely.  Pick out one or two points about Miss Maudie that you can make about each paragraph.  Support each point with references to the extract.



Text Box

Examiner CommentOne or two sensible points are made by the candidate about Miss Maudie.  There is, however, some misreading of the detail in the extract which leads to some unsupported and rather confused judgements.  7 marks
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JH/EM/W71(2015) (viii) 


What do you think of the way Miss Maudie speaks and behaves here?  Give reasons 


for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from 


the extract. 


 


Miss Maudie is a neighbour of Atticus Finch's in the town of Maycomb. In the novel Miss 


Maudie comes accross very respecting of Atticus's job and is not prejudice to people of 


different race. She behaves in a rather friendly and motherly way towards the kids in her 


neighbourhood, (Jem, Scout and Charles) by baking them cakes as rewardes. In the extract, 


she expresses her love for her town and how any time spent inside her house was a waste. 


This comes accross to the reader that Miss Maudie is very proud of her town . also as she 


represents looking at her town streets as a "magisterial beauty". This paints a very happy 


environment of what Maycomb town was like, considering the town was full of racism, 


hatred, Judgement and divide. She makes it sound a great place to live. Miss Maudie's 


accent was said to be 'crisp for a Maycomb County", this implies she has lived in Maycomb 


all her life which reflects back to her views of the town. Despite seeing the devastating 


consicuences of the sgeration acts and people's vulgar beliefs, her view of Maycomb 


remains a happy place to be. This could reflect back to Miss Maudie's character as she 


could keep her views and opinions to herself and not follow the crowd. 


 


However, Miss Maudie's character is contradicted by being very kind hearted as she reflects 


to her flowers by saying, "One spring of nut-grass can ruin a whole yard". This quotation 


could be reflected back to the black people in Maycomb town and the segregation. In other 


words one black person can ruin a whole town. 












JH/EM/W71(2015) (xi) 


Write about one or two characters in Of Mice and Men who show that life on the ranch 


is harsh.  Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel and to 


comment on its social, historical and cultural context. 


 


Life during the 1930s was hard. It was a period when America was faced with The Great 


Depression. It was a time when Blacks had no rights and women had no identity. John 


Steinbeck wrote Of Mice and Men to show how harsh life was and how uncivilised the world 


got. Two characters which support my answer are Curley's wife and Crooks. Curly's wife is 


one of the loneliest characters in the novel. She has no identity, just referred to as Curly's 


wife, she is not a free soul because she belongs to Curly. She is said to wear red nails which 


during those days was associated with prostitutes. She does not live a happy life with Curly 


she was tied up with living the "American Dream". Curly's wife says "I could of went with the 


shows" However when her future husband failed to write back, she moved on and married 


Curly, who is the owner of the ranch's son. He does not have to work half as hard as the 


other men do. There is no other women on the ranch and Curly does not let her socialize 


with no other men. However Curly's wife craves attention and loving therefore she often flirts 


with the men. However love gets you killed...Literally. When innocent Lennie gets carried 


away stroking Curly's wifes hair, she panics but Lennie doesn't know his own strength and to 


shut her up from getting him into trouble, he kills her by accident. The only thing Curly's wife 


lived for was the dream in her mind that she would one day make it to the shows and leave 


the ranch.  


The second character that shows that life on the ranch is harsh is Crooks, the "black 


cripple". He works for the ranch and is not aloud to associate himself with the rest of the 


white workers. He has his own tiny space to sleep in because he is black and isolated from 


the others. When Curly's wife comes to see Crooks there is an exchange of words and 


Curly's wife remembers the pact that she could have him killed. This is one of the most 


frustrating parts of the story. Instead of the both of them forming an alliance and building a 


friendship, they bounce off of each other's loneliness to gain power. All Crooks wants is to 
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be treated as an equal and to socialize with the white people so like Curly's wife the only 


thing that keeps him alive is having a dream. By her threatening to kill him and being vicous 


about the situation could be a sign of foreshadowing for her death caused by Lennie. One 


last character that sends out that life on the ranch is hard is George when he admits "Guys 


like us that live on the ranch, are the loneliest guys in the world" proving that the only things 


keeping him sane is to work to afford his own farm which Lennie and Candy would 


accomplish with him. Life on the ranch was very draining and Lonely however the workers 


had dreams and in order to achieve them they had to stay and get through the days, alone. 
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Write about one or two characters in Of Mice and Men who show that life on the ranch 


is harsh.  Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel and to 


comment on its social, historical and cultural context. 


 


Life during the 1930s was hard. It was a period when America was faced with The Great 


Depression. It was a time when Blacks had no rights and women had no identity. John 


Steinbeck wrote Of Mice and Men to show how harsh life was and how uncivilised the world 


got. Two characters which support my answer are Curley's wife and Crooks. Curly's wife is 


one of the loneliest characters in the novel. She has no identity, just referred to as Curly's 


wife, she is not a free soul because she belongs to Curly. She is said to wear red nails which 


during those days was associated with prostitutes. She does not live a happy life with Curly 


she was tied up with living the "American Dream". Curly's wife says "I could of went with the 


shows" However when her future husband failed to write back, she moved on and married 


Curly, who is the owner of the ranch's son. He does not have to work half as hard as the 


other men do. There is no other women on the ranch and Curly does not let her socialize 


with no other men. However Curly's wife craves attention and loving therefore she often flirts 


with the men. However love gets you killed...Literally. When innocent Lennie gets carried 


away stroking Curly's wifes hair, she panics but Lennie doesn't know his own strength and to 


shut her up from getting him into trouble, he kills her by accident. The only thing Curly's wife 


lived for was the dream in her mind that she would one day make it to the shows and leave 


the ranch.  


The second character that shows that life on the ranch is harsh is Crooks, the "black 


cripple". He works for the ranch and is not aloud to associate himself with the rest of the 


white workers. He has his own tiny space to sleep in because he is black and isolated from 


the others. When Curly's wife comes to see Crooks there is an exchange of words and 


Curly's wife remembers the pact that she could have him killed. This is one of the most 


frustrating parts of the story. Instead of the both of them forming an alliance and building a 


friendship, they bounce off of each other's loneliness to gain power. All Crooks wants is to 



Sticky Note

The choice of characters here is sensible.  How does the candidate use context to explain these choices?



Sticky Note

Write a list of what you think the important features of Curley's wife's character are. How many has the candidate included?   



Sticky Note

There's an error here.  Can you find it?
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be treated as an equal and to socialize with the white people so like Curly's wife the only 


thing that keeps him alive is having a dream. By her threatening to kill him and being vicous 


about the situation could be a sign of foreshadowing for her death caused by Lennie. One 


last character that sends out that life on the ranch is hard is George when he admits "Guys 


like us that live on the ranch, are the loneliest guys in the world" proving that the only things 


keeping him sane is to work to afford his own farm which Lennie and Candy would 


accomplish with him. Life on the ranch was very draining and Lonely however the workers 


had dreams and in order to achieve them they had to stay and get through the days, alone. 



Sticky Note

What effect does American society in the 1930s have on Crooks?  Think about the conditions he lives in, how he behaves and what he says.  How can you improve on this candidate's comments on Crooks?  Rewrite this section.



Sticky Note

There's no harm in adding a third character, even though the question asks for one or two - however, don't write very briefly about a lot of characters.  Make sure you can include events, context and close references for each one.



Text Box

Examiner CommentA focused response:  often thoughtful commentary on aptly chosen characters and some relevant use of contextual factors.  Reference to some specific events is made.17 marks
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In both of these poems, the poets write about old photographs.  In the first poem, the 


poet describes a photograph of his mother when she was younger.  In the second 


poem, the poet describes a photograph of her partner taken before they met.  Both 


poems describe the effects photographs have on the poets’ thoughts and feelings. 


Write about both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how 


they are different. 


 


In the poem 'Not yet my mother' the mood seems excited 'what caught me.' This makes her 


sound pleased, almost overjoyed which made me think she was excited. Sheers makes the 


atmosphere seem relaxed and a bit amusing by using enjambment and different sized 


regular stanzers which cause an easy to read effect which makes it feel peaceful. The quote 


‘shin's of boy's’ show the amusement side because she's ment to be a yonge women but her 


daughter see's her as a child. 


 


I think the background of this poem is memories that they haven't shared. 'I found a photo' 


this suggests her mum hadn't shown her whether she forgot or she didn't want her to see. 


Next, I think is about the mother daughter bond they have and how similar they are 'was 


your face, which was mine' 


 


In the poem 'Old photographs' the atmosphere seems content 'loved you then' this suggest 


the women isn't afraid his ex-partner is going to steal him back or could steal him back. 


There is also the mood of forgiveness and reconciliation, 'not my enemy' this suggests that 


she accepts his past and looks forward to the future. There is a little bit of atmosphere that 


almost provokes envy or Jealousy.' 'was this the beginning of leaving' it's as if she's proud 


she has him and tries to show him off as a prize that the other women couldn't keep. 


 


I think Baderoon wanted the poem to be about acceptance of peoples pasts and how they 


have changed, 'nor even the past'. It is also about possessiveness and ownership by the 



Sticky Note

The examiner did not penalise the candidate's misreading of the poet as a daughter rather than a son but it might have added something to the response.  Look again at the poem.  What difference does it make that it's about a mother and son?



Sticky Note

A thoughtful idea here.  The candidate makes suggestions but doesn't guess.  Some candidates thought the mother was dead or gone.  Is there evidence in the poem for that idea?



Sticky Note

A thoughtful interpretation here.  The candidate looks for the subtext - the more subtle meanings - in the poem.  This idea could have been explored with more reference to the poem to support the comments.  Look for more evidence in the poem that could have improved the mark.
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way Baderoon uses possessive nouns such as 'my' 'I think' and 'I wanted' it shows that she 


does care about him but she may not fully trust him because he left the other woman and 


might leave her. 


 


The poems are similar because they both use enjambment to create a peaceful and tranquil 


atmosphere. However, Sheeres's poem has regular stanzers for a happy and tearful poem 


whereas Baderoon's poem has different sized and lenthed stanzers creating a confused but 


capturvating poem. 


 


These poems are and both about the past and how it could interrupt the future; Sheer's is 


about something the daughter wants to know about and remember, Baderoons is about 


acceptance and moving on with life.  


 


The poet's might have wanted us to think that the past holds many suprises and secrets but 


not all are good and we have to be prepared to move on if the bad things upset us because 


we can't control or change the past. 


 


Sheers creates a mood of amusement and joy whereas, Baderoon further on in the poem 


creates a slightly angry or possessiveness mood which contrasts vastly. 


 


I think both poems are realistic and well thought and brilliantly worded. I especially like the 


line 'was this the beginning of leaving' because the contrasting words 'beginning' and 


'leaving' create a image that their relationship is very loving and non-judgemental which is 


beautiful. I think they also relate to real life because everyone gets the feeling of jealousy 


and pride which helped me and I suspect other readers to connect with the poems.  



Sticky Note

This is a strong section.  What do you think impressed the examiner about the comments here?



Sticky Note

All the comparison points made are substantial and thoughtful.  Are there any others you can think of?  



Text Box

Examiner CommentIdeas, mood and subtext are explored with some confidence and sensitivity.  Strong on comparison.  Some ideas are supported by close detail from the poems but not all.18 marks
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What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here?  Give 


reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and 


phrases from the extract. 


In the extract, The way George speaks to Lennie is as if he is testing Lennie. I gather this 


from "what you gonna say tomorrow, when the boss asks you questions?" This is because 


George is scared Lennie will ruin the job opportunity for them. 


Lennie then later on replys with "I ain't gona say a word". This is because he wants to 


impress George. 


George acts like a parent towards Lennie later on in the extract. I know this because "Good 


boy! That's fine, Lennie". He is speaking to Lennie as if Lennie is his child. 


However George further on in the extract starts to take precortion. "I want you to look 


around, you can remember this place". He wants Lennie to remember this place by the 


brush. Just in case Lennie gets into trouble this tells me that George is acting smart and 


taking precaution. 


Towards the end of the extract, Lennie starts asking about the rabbits while getting ready to 


sleep. "Lets have different colour rabbits George". This tells me that Lennie is behaving like 


a child , George like a parent goes on and agrees with Lennie "Red, blue, green rabbits, 


millions of them" This tells me that George is treating Lennie like a child to try and get him to 


go to sleep. 


 


In the next paragraph , Lennie completely forgets thier conversation about rabbits. And try's 


to make George feel bad, "cause I can just as well go away and live in a cave". George 


starts to realize that Lennie is trying to make him feel bad. I know this because "You can jus' 


as well go to hell". George goes from acting like a parent towards Lennie, to becoming 


frustrated. George then becomes frustrated "shut up now" this is because he has had 


enough of Lennies behaviour. 
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SECTION B


Spend about 1 hour on this section. Think carefully about the poems before you write your answer.


In both of these poems, the poets write about old photographs. In the first poem, the poet 
describes a photograph of his mother when she was younger. In the second poem, the poet 
describes a photograph of her partner taken before they met. Both poems describe the 
effects photographs have on the poet’s thoughts and feelings.


6. Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and how they 
are different.


 You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make comparisons 
where appropriate in your answer as a whole.


 You may wish to include some or all of these points:


 • the content of the poems – what they are about;
 • the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about;
 • the mood or atmosphere of the poems;
 • how they are written – words and phrases you find interesting, the way they are organised, 


and so on;
 • your responses to the poems, including how they are similar and how they are different.
 [20]
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Not Yet My Mother


Yesterday I found a photo
of you at seventeen,
holding a horse and smiling,
not yet my mother.


The tight riding hat hid your hair,
and your legs were still the long shins of a boy’s,
you held the horse by the halter,
your hand a fist under its huge jaw.


The blown trees were still in the background
and the sky was grained by the old film stock,
but what caught me was your face,
which was mine.


And I thought, just for a second, that you were me.
But then I saw the woman’s jacket,
nipped at the waist, the ballooned jodhpurs*,
and of course the date, scratched in the corner.


All of which told me again,
that this was you at seventeen, holding a horse
and smiling, not yet my mother,
although I was clearly already your child.


Owen Sheers


* jodhpurs – trousers worn for horse riding.


Old Photographs


On my desk is a photograph of you
taken by the woman who loved you then.


In some photos her shadow falls
in the foreground. In this one,
her body is not that far from yours.


Did you hold your head that way
because she loved it?


She is not invisible, not
my enemy,
nor even the past,
I think
I love the things she loved.


Of all your old photographs, I wanted
this one for its becoming. I think
you were starting
to turn your head a little,
your eyes looking slightly to the side.


Was this the beginning of leaving?


Gabeba Baderoon


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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In both of these poems, the poets write about old photographs.  In the first poem, the 


poet describes a photograph of his mother when she was younger.  In the second 


poem, the poet describes a photograph of her partner taken before they met.  Both 


poems describe the effects photographs have on the poets’ thoughts and feelings. 


Write about both poems and their effect on you.  Show how they are similar and how 


they are different. 


 


In the poem 'Not yet my mother' the mood seems excited 'what caught me.' This makes her 


sound pleased, almost overjoyed which made me think she was excited. Sheers makes the 


atmosphere seem relaxed and a bit amusing by using enjambment and different sized 


regular stanzers which cause an easy to read effect which makes it feel peaceful. The quote 


‘shin's of boy's’ show the amusement side because she's ment to be a yonge women but her 


daughter see's her as a child. 


 


I think the background of this poem is memories that they haven't shared. 'I found a photo' 


this suggests her mum hadn't shown her whether she forgot or she didn't want her to see. 


Next, I think is about the mother daughter bond they have and how similar they are 'was 


your face, which was mine' 


 


In the poem 'Old photographs' the atmosphere seems content 'loved you then' this suggest 


the women isn't afraid his ex-partner is going to steal him back or could steal him back. 


There is also the mood of forgiveness and reconciliation, 'not my enemy' this suggests that 


she accepts his past and looks forward to the future. There is a little bit of atmosphere that 


almost provokes envy or Jealousy.' 'was this the beginning of leaving' it's as if she's proud 


she has him and tries to show him off as a prize that the other women couldn't keep. 


 


I think Baderoon wanted the poem to be about acceptance of peoples pasts and how they 


have changed, 'nor even the past'. It is also about possessiveness and ownership by the 
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way Baderoon uses possessive nouns such as 'my' 'I think' and 'I wanted' it shows that she 


does care about him but she may not fully trust him because he left the other woman and 


might leave her. 


 


The poems are similar because they both use enjambment to create a peaceful and tranquil 


atmosphere. However, Sheeres's poem has regular stanzers for a happy and tearful poem 


whereas Baderoon's poem has different sized and lenthed stanzers creating a confused but 


capturvating poem. 


 


These poems are and both about the past and how it could interrupt the future; Sheer's is 


about something the daughter wants to know about and remember, Baderoons is about 


acceptance and moving on with life.  


 


The poet's might have wanted us to think that the past holds many suprises and secrets but 


not all are good and we have to be prepared to move on if the bad things upset us because 


we can't control or change the past. 


 


Sheers creates a mood of amusement and joy whereas, Baderoon further on in the poem 


creates a slightly angry or possessiveness mood which contrasts vastly. 


 


I think both poems are realistic and well thought and brilliantly worded. I especially like the 


line 'was this the beginning of leaving' because the contrasting words 'beginning' and 


'leaving' create a image that their relationship is very loving and non-judgemental which is 


beautiful. I think they also relate to real life because everyone gets the feeling of jealousy 


and pride which helped me and I suspect other readers to connect with the poems.  
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SECTION B 


 


In both of these poems, the poets write about old photographs. In the first poem, the poet describes a 


photograph of his mother when she was younger. In the second poem, the poet describes a photograph 


of her partner taken before they met. Both poems describe the effects photographs have on the poet’s 


thoughts and feelings. 


 


Q.6 Not Yet My Mother by Owen Sheers/ Old Photographs by Gabeba Baderoon 


 


 Write about both poems and their effect on you. Show how they are similar and how they 


 are different. 


 


 You may write about each poem separately and then compare them, or make comparisons 


 where appropriate in your answer as a whole. 


 


 You may wish to include some or all of these points: 


 the content of the poems – what they are about; 


 the ideas the poets may have wanted us to think about; 


 the mood or atmosphere of the poems; 


 how they are written – words and phrases you find interesting, the way they are organised, 


and so on; 


 your responses to the poems, including how they are similar and how they are different. 


                               [20] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (25%), A02 (25%) and A03 (50%) 


0 marks  Nothing worthy of credit. 


 


 


1-4 marks  


 


There may be very little written specifically about the poems. Candidates may 
make simple comments on content, such as identifying the photographs in each 
poem. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Probably brief, general responses on the poems with simple points of 
comparison made, such as the feelings evoked by looking at photographs.  
There should be some comment on basic content, such as what is happening in 
each poem. 
 


 


10-14 marks  There may be emerging discussion about the poems’ content and awareness of 
mood, atmosphere and straightforward ideas, such as the sense of recognition 
and familiarity in the first poem and the way the poet tries to guess about the 
person in the second. There will be some similarities and differences addressed, 
particularly about the way the past is evoked in the poems. 
 


 


15-20 marks  There is likely to be more focused discussion of the detail in the poems with 
some clear points of comparison.  The idea of the connection between mother 
and son in the first poem may be discussed, with some understanding of the 
novelty of seeing a mother’s life before you were born.  In the second poem, 
there may be some appreciation of the hint of jealousy in the poem and how this 
is resolved.   The idea of important people in the poets’ lives having had a 
different life before, and the feelings this evokes, might be explored for 18-20.    
Points of comparison will begin to focus on the poets’ use of language as well as 
content. 
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SECTION A


1. Of Mice and Men


 Answer part (a) and either part (b) or part (c).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (a), and about 40 minutes on part (b) or 
part (c).


 (a) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  What do you think of the way George and Lennie speak and behave here? Give reasons 
for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the 
extract. [10]


 Either,


 (b) Write about Candy and the way he is affected by the society in which he lives.


  Think about:


 •	 what you learn about his past;
 •	 his relationships with others on the ranch;
 •	 his behaviour at different points in the novel;
 •	 anything else you think important. [20]


 Or,


 (c) Write about one or two characters in Of Mice and Men who show that life on the ranch is 
harsh. Remember to support your answer with reference to the novel and to comment on 
its social, historical and cultural context. [20]
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They sat by the fire and filled their mouths with beans and chewed mightily. A few beans slipped 
out of the side of Lennie’s mouth. George gestured with his spoon. ‘What you gonna say tomorrow 
when the boss asks you questions?’


Lennie stopped chewing and swallowed. His face was concentrated. ‘I … I ain’t gonna … say a 
word.’


‘Good boy! That’s fine, Lennie! Maybe you’re gettin’ better. When we get the coupla acres I can let 
you tend the rabbits all right. ’Specially if you remember as good as that.’


Lennie choked with pride. ‘I can remember,’ he said.
George motioned with his spoon again. ‘Look, Lennie. I want you to look around here. You can 


remember this place, can’t you? The ranch is about a quarter mile up that way. Just follow the river?’
‘Sure,’ said Lennie. ‘I can remember this. Di’n’t I remember about not gonna say a word?’
“Course you did. Well, look. Lennie – if you jus’ happen to get in trouble like you always done 


before, I want you to come right here an’ hide in the brush.’
‘Hide in the brush,’ said Lennie slowly.
‘Hide in the brush till I come for you. Can you remember that?’
‘Sure I can, George. Hide in the brush till you come.’
‘But you ain’t gonna get in no trouble, because if you do, I won’t let you tend the rabbits.’ He threw 


his empty bean can off into the brush.
‘I won’t get in no trouble, George. I ain’t gonna say a word.’
‘OK. Bring your bindle over here by the fire. It’s gonna be nice sleepin’ here. Lookin’ up, and the 


leaves. Don’t build up no more fire. We’ll let her die down.’
They made their beds on the sand, and as the blaze dropped from the fire the sphere of light grew 


smaller; the curling branches disappeared and only a faint glimmer showed where the tree trunks 
were. From the darkness Lennie called, ‘George – you asleep?’


‘No. Whatta you want?’
‘Let’s have different color rabbits, George.’
‘Sure we will,’ George said sleepily. ‘Red and blue and green rabbits, Lennie. Millions of ’em.’
‘Furry ones, George, like I seen in the fair in Sacramento.’
‘Sure, furry ones.’
“Cause I can jus’ as well go away, George, an’ live in a cave.’
‘You can jus’ as well go to hell,’ said George. ‘Shut up now.’
The red light dimmed on the coals. Up the hill from the river a coyote yammered, and a dog 


answered from the other side of the stream. The sycamore leaves whispered in a little night breeze.
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